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GMV - Advantage Partner
Portal

"Our online configurator is a valuable tool for our

Advantage Partners. With access, you will be able

to design your ideal elevator right down to the

cab fixtures and hardware. The Configurator

produces complete proposal documents,

drawing package, and detailed elevator

specifications."

ONLINE ELEVATOR
CONFIGURATION

"GMV North America's partners are given

exclusive access to both our proprietary Website

and resource planning information. Our

platforms offer a secure Single-Sign-On system to

simplify the user experience."

EXCLUSIVE PARTNER
ACCESS (LOGIN ONLY)
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GMV - Advantage Partner
Portal

"As a member of our Advantage Partner Portal,

you will become associated with a quickly

growing network of professionals in the elevator

industry. Being a part of our network means oyu

have access to a wealth of industry knowledge

and support for your installation projects."

A NETWORK OF
INDUSTRY

PROFESSIONALS

"At GMV North America we significantly

accelerate the purchasing and planning

processes for our Advantage Partners. Our

elevator configurator and is a useful tool to save

on unnecessary planning-related costs."

ACCELERATED
PLANNING PROCESS



Advantage Partner Program

GMV
North America

A leader in the

manufacture of elevators.

GMV - Advantage Partner
Portal

As a member of GMV North America's Advantage Partner Program you will be added to our

exclusive network and given access to all services and products. You will be verified with

the Advantage Partner Seal. Our seal is a beacon to all of our valued clients that represents

unparalleled quality, ultimate safety and superior service. 

ADVANTAGE PARTNER PROGRAM SEAL

"At GMV North America, we know that our

network of partner's place an emphasis on safety.

That is why we have integrated safety standards

into our planning process. As a result, our

partners know they are following industry

standards like the 3/4 by 4 rule. 100% of our

partners follow the 3/4 by 4 rule! Join us and take

stress out of your planning process."

INTEGRATED SAFETY
PLANNING

“GMV-North America creates the revolutionary residential elevator packages that

you want and need in your homes. We work with architects, elevator installers,

home builders, and more to save our clientele valuable time and money. GMV’s

purpose is to improve our industry by bringing elegant elevator products to your

homes without sacrificing design for function.”

https://gmv-na.com/veu-residential-elevator/                 Phone: 1-855-653-0215


